INT Awards 2021-22 in Schools of Physical Sciences & Technology

Applicant: Prof Natalia Berloff - COVID  
Project Title: nanoPolQ: Nanofluidic polaritons for dynamic motions of single quantum systems  
Department: Applied Mathematics & Theoretical Physics  
Award: 100% salary support of project’s Research Associate for four months

Applicant: Dr John Durrell  
Project Title: Field Jointing of Coated Conductors  
Department: Engineering  
Award: 50% of salary costs of the project’s Research Associate (underwriting)

Applicant: Prof Malte Grosche  
Project Title: Superconducting and normal states in quantum materials  
Department: Physics  
Award: Salary support for Research Associate for a bridge of five months

Applicant: Dr Helena Knowles  
Project Title: A tunable quantum simulator platform in solid state  
Department: Physics  
Award: 50% salary support of Research Associate for a bridge of fourteen months